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INTRODUCTION
This thesis is based upon a study of the large springs
of the Ozarks and is designed to answer many of the requests that
are being received continually by the Missouri and the United States
Geological.Surveys. The various studies inculcated in this report
are made from a rather limited amount of data available regarding
the siz,s, c:baracter, anq. sources of these springs and what they
are actually worth to the State of Missouri.
The main body of the thesis is a revised tabulation of
data contained in Chapter 5, Volume' 20, Missouri Bureau of Geology
and Mines, "Water Resources of Missouri 1857-1926" by H. C. Beckman,
and includes all reoords of spring flow collected since September
50, 1926 by the Missouri Geological Survey and Water Resources in
cooperation with the Water Resources Branch o:f the United States
Geological Survey and Missouri Game and Fish Department.
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· IMPORTANCE OF SPRINGS AND THEIR WORTH TO MISSOURI
While there are no actual records of the important part
the springs of the Ozark Region played upon the early development of
the State of Missouri, it may well be sa.id that they were more attract-
ive to the earlier pioneers than any other natural resource~ Although
the uses of an individual ~pring may vary somewhat from one' generation
to another, the value remains nearly the same, and new fields are con-
tinually being found, which cause them to be an important factor in the
growth of Missouri and are wort~ of considerable study.
The importance and value of the springs can well be studied
under five principal phases, namely; recreation, power, water supply,
commercial uses, and domestic uses.
Recreation:
Since the completion of the present State highway system and
the rapid change in the mode of transportation, the springs of the
Ozark Region have rendered an invaluable service to the State of Missouri
and will continue to do so. Realizing the worth of these springs, and
how well they can be adapted for recreational purposes, the State Game
and Fish Department has established ten State Parks which were specially
situated at or near a spring and have constructed fish hatcheries at
five of these parks for the purpose of propagating game fish to use in
stocking the Missouri streams.
The beautiful parks thus formed include some of the sceB!c
wonders of the State and attractt'bousands of tourists each lyear, tbns
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bringing to Missouri an inestimatable amount of revenue through pur-
chases the Visitors make during the tourist season. The facilities in
Missouri for camping, boating, swimming, and playing of various sports
are as good as those in any other State.
c.c.c. Camps are situated at practically all these parks and
are making wonderful improvements that will cause the springs to be
more attractive than ever before, and will undoubtedly popularize them
as much as any other thing.
The State is continually stocking the spring-fed streams with
rainbow trout and other game fish and have lured many fishermen to the .
Ozarks. Therefore, floating down many of the streams bas become a popu-
lar sport and furnishes the people of Missouri an excellent oppoutunity
to enjoy themselves out-of-doors.
Besides the ,springs furnishing the State several f'ine recre-
ational centers they also afford pleasure to hundreds of small clubs and
families, some of whom have erected many fine mansions, clubhouses, or
cottages near many of the privately owned springs.
Power:
The importance of the springs to the earlier pioneers of' the
Ozarks cannot be more vividly brought to ones attention than by a study
of the large n"@ber of old mills which were propelled by the power Q.e-
veloped from the springs, and for many years played a vital part in the
development of the rural communities.' The remains of many dam's, the
•
skeletons of many mills, and the httndreds of old trails and roads 1ead-
ing to them plainlY' t.ell 0'£ the inval.uable service the spri._s retld.red
to the early Missourians. Of the many springs that have been measured
by the Surveys, sixteen still furnish power for some. purpose and four-
teen others show. the remains of old power developments, Inost of which
w~re grist mills. Doubtless many other small power developments have
never been brought to ~ur attention. Several now furnish power for saw
mills, some for light plants, and a few are used to operate miscellaneous
machinery.
Although the need ·for the grist mills in the rural sections
of the Ozarks has lessened, With the increasing accessibility of the
different communities, many are still in use and serve as valuable ser-
vants to the peop~e ~iving in' the more remote parts of the State.
Today, the people of Missouri are realizing the value of the
flow from springs in connection with proposed power ·developments on the
rivers .which obtain much of their low-water flow directly from the
springs. Such are the cases of the propos.Qd developments on the Current
and Gasconade rivers and those tba.t may also be fea.sible on the Eleven
Point and North Fork o:f the White rivers. These rivers derive most of
their flow during dry periods from the many large springs that rise with-
in the river basin, thus causing them to'- be well adapted for power de-
velopments with limited storage capacities. The development on the
Niangua River near Lebanon would not .. ba.ve been so feasible had it not
been for the increased flow from Bennett Spring and several smallQr ones.
Very few of the larger .springs are wall adapted for direct
power purpGses owing to t~ir being so little above the rivers into
which they flow. Two exceptions of this are the large Mammoth Spring
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at Mammoth Spring, Arkansas, which is now developed, and the Greer
Spring at G:reer, Missouri, which could be developed to form a net head
of abou~ forty-five feet before entering Eleven Point River.
Water Supply:
No definite data is available regarding the number of families
and villages that obtain their water s~pply directly from the hundreds
of large and small springs within Missouri.· Practically no single
community in southern Missouri is without its spring that furnishes
water for either the household or for stock. Many lodges, hotels, and
villages rely entirely upon spring flow for their water supply, and
practically all use the water without any treatment whatsoever. Many
of the deep wells for city supplies in the Oz~k Region merely tap the
underground caverns which feed the springs and in reality the cities
}
are being supplied with spring 'Water."
During the severe drought period of 1950 to 1954 some of the
springs ceased flowing .for 'the first time on record, but many others
supplied numerous communities and were very instrumental in relieving the
drought conditions that· prevailed over the entire ragian.
Commercial Uses:'
---....................-...-.... ------
Several springs have been commeroialized to SOBe :extent.
. . ~-'
Probably the most prominent enterprises are the commercial fish batcber-
ies which furnish a large supply of rainbow trout and other fish t·o the
city markets and w~ also sell many to the State and private parties for·
stocking purposes •. A few springs are noted for their health resorts, and
others supply' the .demands for mineral water. The Blue Grass Spring in
5
St. Louis County near Eureka is equipped with beds for growing water-
cress to be marketed in St. Louis and elsewhere. Water-cress is also
gathered from many other springs.
Domesti.c Uses:
Anyone who bas ever visited the Ozarks has probably noticed
the many spring houses that render an.. inyaluable service to the people
of the rural communities. Basi,des providing cleanliness to the springs,
these houses shelter the many articles that are placed in the water to
be cooled. Butter, cream, milk, fruits, eggs, and beverages are some
of the commodities that are often preserved by the use of the spring
house, which serves the rural families almos't.e as well as the modern ice
box or refrigerator serves those who live in the cities.
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COLLECTION OF SPRING FLOW RECORDS
The flow of some of the larger springs in Missouri has been
determined by several agencies and parties from time to time. However,
most of the data that has been recorded was obtained only by-occasional
miscellaneous discharge measurements, made principally by the Missouri
Geological _Surv-~ and Water Resources in cooperation with the United
States Geological Survey, and by Mr. Rodhouse of the Engineering Experi~
ment Station, University of Missouri. These measurements have been very
helpf'ul in determining the rank of the springs and have given much other
in£ormation regarding the character of them.
Miscellaneous Measurements .Pz Mr. ~ l.:. Rodhouse:
Mr. T. J. Rodhouse of the Engineering Experiment Station,
University of Missouri, realized the value of the data tha.t could be ob-
tained by making miscellaneous discharge measurements of the springs,
and made several during the summers of 1915 and 1914. The results of
these measurements were used in this study,'and are listed in the tabu-
lations of this report. They add much to the data that has been collected
later and are invaluable in determining the variation of flow from year
to year by comparing them with recent measurements.
Miscellaneous Measurements !?z the Missouri. and ~ ~ Geological Surveys:
The Missouri Geological Survey and Water Resources in cooper-
ation with the United States Geological Survey have made miscellaneous
discharge measurements of all the springs that have been called t~ their
attention, and bs:ye in this manner obtained data regarding the £1_ow
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of the: larger and more important springs of the Missouri Ozarks.
Only one measurement has been made at several places but they give a
good indication of the flow in comparison with the other springs. The
results of these measurements are also listed in the main body of this
report.
Establishment of Gagipg Stations:
Staff gages were installed at four of the larger and more
accessible springs in 1922, and regular gaging stations were established
by the Missouri and United States Geological Surveys. The station on
Habatonka Spring was discontinued September 1926 and the one on Meramec
Spring was discontinued October 192.8.
The State Game and Fish Department began cooperating with
the Missouri and United States Geological Surveys in 1928, and regular
gaging stations were established ~n October and November of that year
at Round Spring, Bennett Spring, and Alley Spring State Parks. These
three stations, together with the ones established. in 1922 at Greer
Spring at Greer and Big Spring near Van Buren, are s~ill in operation
and the rec.ords ha.ve been Unbroken since their "installation, except for
short periods of backwater from Current River at Round and Big Springs.
The daily discharges of these seven springs where regular
gaging stations are now, or have been established, were computed by the
regular method of e~tablishing a stage-discharge rating curve from dis-
charge measurements. From this curve the cllscbarge for .B.I.ly.stage could
be determined and the gages were usually read once daily with only a
few exceptions. The daily discharges thus determined were tabulated
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and from them the monthly and yearly average flows were computed •. The
monthly mean discharges are shown graphically in Figure 1. This cbart
plainly shows how the records for· Greer Spring have been obtained con-
tinuQusly since December 1922, which is the reason for using the records
of Greer Spring as the main basis of all the comparative st'Qdies of this
report. The continuity of the records at this station was possible
mainly because of the larg'e amount o£ fall in the spring branch, thus
eliminating all backwater effect from the Eleven Point River.
From Figure 1 it will also be noted that records for Haha-:-
tonka and Big 'Springs were not oomputed for several months during periods
I
of backwater :rrom Niangua and Current rivers, respectively. If the dis-
charge records were complete. and shown on the chart, the Big Spring




DETERMINING THE RANK OF THE LARGER SPRINGS
Regardless of when or where a person introduces too subject of
springs, the rank o£ size in comparison with other springs usually becomes
the main topic of discussion. To' a"tisfy many requests and to meet the
usual interest in regard to the various springs, the author bas made a
tabulation of all the records collected by the Missouri and United States
Geological Surveys and cooperating parties, and has endeavored to determine
the relative- -mean.. flows of the larger springs ot the Missouri Ozarks.
In making this study tJ;1e large Mammoth Spring at Mammoth Spring,
Arkansas, was included as being in the Missouri Ozark Region, not for
the purpose of claiming it to be a Missouri spring, but because it is so
near the Missouri-Arkansas State line and very probabl.yderives mtlch of
its flow from Missouri. Also this spring is almost alwaY's mentioned wben
one discusses the relative size of the various springs of Missouri.
The lack of measurements on many of the large springs, e.s-
pecial.ly dlU'ing the wet seasons, make it impossible to determine the
relative size of the various ones without making certain assumptions, and
then the results of such a study cannot be called much better than an
approximation. By studying the various miscellaneous measurements made
at the springs where no gaging station has ever been established, it
will be seen that. many springs were measured only ·during the very-driest
years on record. Others were measured only-during wet seasons, and
.several were measured during both wet and dry seasons. Owing to the tact
that all the springs werie not measured under thasameclimatical canditiGDS,
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it is necessary to make some type of correction instead of making a
direct comparison between measured results. Hence, the first and main
assumption was to assume· t~t the flow of all the springs had the same
variation in flow; that is, when one s,pring was high, all were high, and
when one was low,. all were low. Although it is known thB.t this is not
an absolute fact, yet it is much better than trying to make a direct
comparison of the discharge of one spring measured during a wet season
with that of another spring measured during a ..~ season-.
As stated before in this report, the record of Greer Spring
. ~
ls.. the onlY' one which has been unbroken orj\affected by backwater. Also,
it was one of the first stations established and forms the longest and
best record coll.ected on any single spring. Hence, it was decided to
make a direct comparison between the measured flows of each individual
spring and the flow recorded £or the same period for Greer.
For springs that were measured only by miscellaneous discharge
measurements, a list was made of .the amount of flow measured during each
measurement together with the date • The discharges of Greer Spring for
the same days were recorded(~pposite these measured flows, and the recorded
fl.ow during each measurement was divided by the flow of Greer ~pring to
determine the relation in terms of "per cent of Greer". These percentages
were averaged and used to determine the rank of each spring. To more
clear1y describe. the method of computing the percentage the data for
Althea Spring near Tecumseh is sbown as follows:
Spring Location Date
Althea '!',ecumseh Aug. 29, 1926
'Althea Tecumseh Oct. 17, 1952
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From the data recorded above, it can be seen that the flow of
Althea Spring varied from 27 to 15.0 second-feet, o~ 80 per cent, yet
the "percentage of Greer" varied only 25 per cent, thus showing a much
better comparison by computing the relation between these two springs.
The same study was made for each spring that has been measured by miscel-
lane~us measurements only.
For springs where daily discharge records have been obtained,
the comparisons were the same except the average discharge for a month,
or year, was used instead of tbeindividual days. The data for Round .

































Average percentage =: 10.6
The data above also indicates that the relation between the
flows of Round and Greer Springs is fairly constant as the "per cent of
Greer!t varied only 26 per cent from the mean, whereas the yearly mean
flows of Round Spring varied from 57.9 to 18.7 second-feet, or over 310
per cent.
By using the Greer Spring records as the' basis of comparison,
the· lltheaSpring is shown to be larger than RQund Spring, where~s if' a
direct comparison of measured discharges was made without any regard to
the seasonal fluctuations, the fl()w of Round Spring would have been'listed .
as 55.9 second-feet against 19.9 second-feet for Althea Spring.
It can also be assumed that if all the springs do vary alike
over the same perj.od, then the average flow of any spring c'an be com-
puted.within a fair degree of accuracy by multiplying the "percentage
of Greer ll by the actual mean discharge of Greer, and the results thus
obtained should be much better than ·'to assume that the average of only
a =few miscellaneous discharge measurements is the actual mean flQW of
the spring. The average of the three miscellaneous di~cbarge measure-
ments made of Althea Spring is 19.9 second-feet, and thefuean discharge
of Greer Spring from December 1921 to September 1954 is 563 second-feet.
However, if we assume that the springs vary alike and accept the data
showing tbatthe flow of Althea Spring is li.S per cent of' Greer Spring,
then the mean flow of Al.thea Spring can be computed to be O.ll8 x 565 =
42.6 cubic feet per second instead of 19.9 second-feet. The larger
figure looks very reasonable when we consider that the three measure-
ments were made during the months of August and October, and two of them
during the driest periods on record. The discharges shown fer each of
the 27 springs in Figure 2 were determined by multiplying the "percent-
age of Greer" by the mean flow of Greer. This indicates the rank in size
to the best degree of accuracy that can be obtained from the relatively
small amount of data that is a~ailable regarding the now of several of
the larger springs.
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VARIATION OF SPRING FLOW
Many people are told, and believe, that the flow from the
springs are very uniform and merely become slightly turbid during wet
seasons or after heavy rains. However, this is usually not true as
can be noted by referring to Figure 1. The change in flow is usually
slow in comparison to rivers and streams, but there is a distinct
variation from day to day, and year to year.
Seasonal Fluctuations:
The seasonal variation iIi the flow of Gre.er Spring is clearly
shown in Figure 5. The chart at the top of the page shows the maximum
mean monthly flows, and the maximum yea~ly mean flow during the period
of records, toget.her with the year when each occurred. From this chart,
it can be seen that the year of 1927 had eight of the wettest months re-
corded between December 1921 and September 1954. The chart also indicates
that the months of December, April, May, arid June had a larger maximum
flow tban the other months.
The center chart. is a tabulation of the minimum mean monthly
flows of Greer Spring and shows that 1952 and 1954 had ten of the smallest
monthly mean flows recorded, with 1924 having the smallest recorded for
March and April. The year ending September 50, 1954, had the smallest
yearly mean flow.
The chart at the bottom of Figure 5 shows the mean monthly
flows during the period of records. It indicates tllat the larger flows
occurred during tbe months of April, May, a.nd June with August, September,
16
Figure .Q. 17
Chart Showing Maximum, Minimum, and Mean Monthly Flow of Greer Spring
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Relation of Rainfall .i2. Spring Flow:
The-springs ,usually increase in flow within a few hours' after
a heavy rainfall although no def~nite information was available until
after the installation of the automatic water-stage recorder on Greer
Spring. The gage readings taken only once daily clearly indicated the
change- in stage from day to day, but they did not' show the irregularities
in rate of change during the day. The stage of Greer Spring is not
affected by backwater from. any river, a.nd the flow is entirely free from
surface run-off except wba.t water enters the spring through sinkholes
some distance back from the spring outlet. '
During the exceptionally :heavy rainfall over the Ozark Region
March 9 to ~2, 1955, the springs throughout the southern part of Missouri
showed a marked increase in flow, and Figure 4 clearlysbows thee.rrect
of 'rainfall on tbestage of Greer Spring. The stage rose from O. 72 .foot
to 1.82 feet between 6:00 a.m. March 9, and 4:50 p.m. March 10, for an
average rate of 0.054 foot per hour. This clearly shows thattbe stage
and flow of springs are affected by rainfall although their range in
stage i.s much smaller than that of rivers and streams. However,locaJ.
rains may occur that do not cause the flow of nearby springs increase,
depending upon thesouroe of the spring and how much surface water can
get into it through sinkhole,s.
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Chart Showing Rainfall near Greer, Missouri and the Effect Upon
The Stage of Greer Spring
19
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EFFECT OF DROUGHT UPON SPRINGS
The drought during 1954 was probably the most severe recorded
I
within Missouri and caused many rivers and springs to fall much below
previous minimums. Many inquiries were made regarding the effect of the
drought upon the springs and rivers and Figure 5 is a graphical com-
parison between the mean monthly flows during the period of records and
those recorded during the year ending September 50, 1954, for the sta-
tiona on Grand River near· Gallatin and Greer Spring at Greer. The blue
line indicates the mean flow during the period of record for each month
oftbe year, and the red line indicates the flow recorded during 1954.
The upper portion of the cbart shows that the flow of Grand River during
the month of July was only about J..4 per cent of the average flow during
the period of record for that month, whereas the lower portion of the
cllart shows that the £l.ow of Greer .Spring for July was approximately 45
per ceD~ of the average. The flow of Grand River for the entire year
was about 8 per cent of the normal. wbilethat for Greer Spring was about
60 per cent of the normal.
The- rec,ords of Grand River near Gallatin, Missouri, were ohosen
for this cOmparison because this river derived no part of its flow from
springs and also because these records and.those of Greer Spring were
collected during the' same period.
20
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UNIFORMITY OF SPRING TEMPERATURES
One o:ften hears of some particular spring as being colder
than any other spring in the country, and some are named 1tCold Spring"
in accordance to ·this belief. Many others are thought to be as cold
as 40 or 50 degrees, but all these beliefs are very contradictory to
facts proved by the many temperature observations ~en by the Geo-
logical Surveys.
Temperature observations have been taken of practically every
large spring and of most of the smaller ones. The author ha.s tabulated
102 of these observations, some of which were taken during every month
of the year. They represent practically every size and type of spring
to be found within the Ozarks, ranging from the smallest to and includ-
ing Big Spring near Van Buren. The results of these observations are
given in Figure 6.
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By studying the table above one can readily see that over one
half of the observations were taken during the months of August and
October and were, therefore, taken when the flow of the springs were
usually near the minimum. However, many of the other observations
taken during ~he other months represent the temperatures during normal
stages, but none were taken during extremely high stages or, immediately
after heaVy rains.
The average of: all the observations tabulated above is 58.59
degrees Fahrenheit and is within one balf' of one degree of 77 per cent
of' all the observations taken, tws' showing that the temperatures of' all
the springs are very uniform and over 95 per cent have temperatures
between 56 and 59 degrees Fahrenbeit throughout the year when at' normal
stages. The five observations that do not fall within these limits
were very probably taken in the spring branches some distance from the
spring and do not represent the actual temperature at the immediate out-
let.
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RELATION BETWEEN FLOW AND SEA LEVEL ELE.VATIONS
Some short studies have been attempted to determine whether
or not there is any relation between the flow of springs and the ele-
vation of their outlets. However, the data available is not suffi-
cient for making much of a study of this nature, although it bas been
concluded that no definite relationship exists. The sea level ele-
vations of the outlets bave been very accurately determined for several
of the la.rger springs, but no data is available for many others, and
approximate elevations were determined from topographic maps for the
remaining springs. Figure 7 is a tabulation of the approximate ele-
vations of many of the springs tbat ba:ve been measured by the Surveys.
Figure 1
Tabulation of Approximate Elevations of ~everal Springs
Spring Town County Elevation
Chesapeake Chesapeake Lawrence li81
Clarkson Pierce City Lawrence li78
Big Mount Vernon Lawrence li45
Blue Battlefield Greene li40
Cave Cedar Grove Shannon 1075
Big Neosho Newton 1045
Lumbee Mill Halltown Lawrence 985
Lost West Plains Howell 970
BENNETT Brice Dallas 866
Piney Yancy Mill Phelps 860
Lane Yancy Mill Phelps 835
Yancy Mill Yancy Mill PbeJ.ps 855
Coppedge Relph Phelps 850
Wilkins Newburg Phelps 820
Cold Floyd Washington 818















































































The springs tabulated in capital letters have an average flow
of over 100 cubio feet per second, and their position in the table
indicates that the large springs also vary in elevation from 451 to
866 feet above mean sea level. However, the Big Spring near Van Buren
and Greer Spring at Greer, (two of the largest springs in the Ozark~)
are at rather low 'elevations as may naturally be expected, bnt with
such springs as Bennett, Welch, and Maramec several hundred feet high-
er, one may conclude that if the elevation has any effect on the flow
at these springs, it must he rather small.
LOCATION OF MEASURED SPRINGS
.All of the large springs within Missouri are situated in
the Ozark Region south of the Missouri River, and most of the larger
ones are in the Gasconade, Meramec, Current, Black, North Fork of
Whi.te, Eleven Point, and Niangua river basins. Current River probably
benefits more from spring flow than any other stream although the
flow of the other rivers just named is greatly increased by the springs
within their basins. Many of these springs are within the National
Forest Areas, as shown in Figure 8, which shows the location of the
springs measured by the Missouri and U. S. Geological Surveys, and
the location of State Parks, highways, streams, counties, and other in-
formation regarding the recreational centers of the State, and bow to
reach them. This map, except for the location of the springs, was pre-




LIST OF SPRINGS, WITH DESCRIPTIONS AND STATEMENTS OF MEASURED FLOW :
ALLEY SPRING is located in sec. 25, T. 29 N., R. 5 W., at Alley, Shannon-
County, about, 5 mil·as west of Eminence. It issues from the base of
a rocky cliff, flows over an old dam which formerly developed power
for a grist mill and empties into Jacks Fork at a distance of about
half a mile. The dam forms a small circular lake of clear, blue water.
Both the mill and dam are kept repaired and together .with the spring
are the principal features of the Alley Spring State Park. The spring
outlet is about 674.5 .feet above mean sea level.
Records of the daily flow of the spring have been collected from·
October 1928 to date. These records'include the occassional run-
off from the small creek above the spring outlet. During the period















The average monthly and yearly flow in second-feet for climato-
logical years ending September 50 is given in the following table:
Year Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Avg~
1929
,
107 151 181 167 195 256 557 262 181 155 ll9 192
1950 112 125 116 189 202 16'7 105 III 95 85 77 109 124
1951. 1£0 84' 112 78 182 209 174 142 110 85 96 80'/ ' ·121"'"
1952 61 62 65 181 97 92 94 66 71 76 . 66 60 81
1935 10 79 . 120 167 86 ~O5 258 522 156 99 85 ·87 15.5.
1934 78 77' 76 79 68 76 88 62 66 61 61 71 72
Avg. 88 89 107 146 154 ~40 159 115 127 98 90 8S 121
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ALTHEA SPRING (also called Patrick Spring) is located in sec. 25, T. 25
N., R. 12 W., at Althea, Ozark County, about 5 miles northeast o£
Tecumseh. It rises in a small depression and was formerly used to
operate a mill. It flows into North Fork of Wbite River at a dis-
tance of about 600 feet and is privately owned. It is a favorite














AMSDEN SPRING (also called Amazon or Amsolen Spring) is located in sec.
19,. T. 51 N., R. 1 E., Reynolds County, about 6 miles south of Center-
ville. The water bubbles up from a gravel bed along a £ormer State
,highway, and its beautiful surroundings and accessibility causes it
to be a f'avorite place for picnios and camping. The now on Aug. 1,
1925, was 2.5 second-feet, or 1,620,000 ,'gallGnS' ,pe~- day.
BARTLETT MILL SPRING is located in sec. 16, T. 56 N., R. 12 W., at Pippi.n
Lodge in Pulaski 9ounty, 5 miles northwest of Waynesville. It issues
from the foot of a hill, flows 600 feet to a dam 10 feet high where
power is developed to operate a grist mill and furnish electric
liglatsto. the lodge, and empties into the Gasconade River. The small
lake and surroundings make i~ a very attractive place. Measurements
of the· flow have been as follows:
f.lley .spring &t .l·~1l8Y
View of outlet &nd bluff
3e~~ett ~pring at brice














~easured by Engineering Experiment Station, University of Missouri.
BEAVER SPRING is located in sec. 54, T., 37 H., R. 5 W., Crawford County,
6" miles west of Steel.ville. The £10.. on July 6, 1925, was 0.2 sec-
ond-foot, or 159,000 gallons per .day.
BENNETT SPRING (also called Niangua or Brice Spring) is located in sec. 1,
T. 54 N., R. 18 W., Dallas County, half a mile southeast of Brice.
r I~
It issues from a circular basin about 50 feet in diameter in the bed
of Spring Creek, and fl.ows 11- miles into Niangua RiTer. A dam about
balf a mile bel.ow the sp:?ing outlet is used to divert water through
the State fiah hatchery and to a gristmill. The spring, dam, fish
hatchery, beautiful surroundings, and the abundance of rainbow trout
are the principal features or the Niangua State Park. The spring out-
l.et is about 866 feat above meari sea level as determined trom a.
topographic. map.
The d.a.iJ.7, ~~()... of the spring from Sept. 9, 1916 to liar. 51,
1920, was.detendned by the Engineering Experiment Station, University
of llissouri. '. DallT records bave a1so been obtained from October 1928
to date. These ,records also inolude the ve:q occassional aurface
~ff ·.tr8ll &Il area of 42.4 .square miles 'above the spring. Since















The average monthly and yearly :Clow in second-feet for climato-
logical·years ending September 50 is given in the following table.:
Year Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May .June July Aug. Sept. Avg.
1929 140 152 149 165 142 204 515 488 214 165 176 159 204
1950 152 142 130 215 218 179 147 127 119 109 1OQ,. 120 1461951 . 97 91 100 89 129 149 141 184 127 115 155 160 128
1952 101 122 155 195 158 151 129 121 182 142 105 94 152
1953 82 82 162 158. 131 161 255 410 178 126 115 125 164
1954 145 99 89 90 81 120 126 92 88 80 94 122 102
Avg. 119 115 128 151 140 157 182 257 151 123 12D 127 146
BIG SPRING is located in sec. 6, T. 26 N.,R.. 1 E., Carter County, 4 miles
southeast of Van Buren. r The clear, cold water gushes from the base
of a rocky cliff and' bill andf'lows into Current ~~ver at a ·distance
of aoout/l,OOO feet. The spri.Dg branch is bordered 011 one, side by a
high, rugged, and wooded hill and by an excellent picnio and camping
ground on the other ~ The extreme large volume of clear, sparl4ing
water fiowing from the base of the cliff' and ·the picturesque sur-
roundings :form the principle features of the Big Spring State Park•.
, . It can be reached readily W driving from· Van Buren and is viaited
by tboasands ot 'tourists' e~,oh -rear. Camp sites and some otber
accommooationB are provided.
As the outlet of the spring is about 451.5 feet above mean sea
level., which is only slightly-above tlle normal elevation, of Current
River. the flow cannot·~ directly adapted to the development or power.
19 Spring n",~a..l Vell'. buren
Looking dO'Nl1stre&ffi f orn Qut18"G
l~ig, Spri11g n8aJ'.~ Van Buren
Vie1Jv of\ q,tltle:t --"'J;ld bi,gll, r~oeky bluff"
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However, owing to the large flow, its study is important in connection
with prospective power developments on the river.
This is the largest spring in the State, and so far as can be'
learned, it is the second largest individual spring in the United
States, and is exceeded only by Silver Spring in Florida.
Records of the daily' flow of the spring have been collected
from January to June 1922 and from April 1925 to date. During these












The average. monthly and yearly flow in second-feet for climato-
logical years ending September 50 is given in the following table:
Year Oct. ,NOT. Dec. ,c1~. Feb. Mar •. Apr. May ,June July Aug. -Sept. Avg.
1922 558 414 469 460 490 415
. 1.925 495 499 415 416 564 547
1924 542 550 555 558 549 551 551 571 401 381 548 529
1925 500, 294 300 296 555 559 558 561 542 504 282 295
1926 412 461 477 552 445' 555 520 585 358 520 298 278
1927 504 442 '·361 364 558 407 :. a a a 628 a 525
1928 476 527 "& 568 559 a a 546 a a 565 494
1929 454 408 495 .422 a 598 a a 585 480 489 413
1930 598 439 521 724 661 565 424 426 577 551 555 538
1951 544' ~22 540 509 426 487 486 423 545 328· 552 ~6
1952 5,27· 3"2.5 559· 518 427 425 566 517 297 288 288 278
J.955 271 294 563 565 405 457 678 694 502 394 555 3~5









aSpriDg affected by-backwater from Current Riv'er.
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BIG SPRING iSL~ocated in sec. 2, T. 28 N., R. 27 W., along the Scenic
Highway, or River Road in Lawrence County, 4 miles west of MoUnt
Vernon. It issues from the base of a rocky cliff which is known
locally as Baptist Hill, and flows into Spring River 200 feet away.
Religious conventions are held in a building on the hill, and tourists
:frequently camp at the spring. The spring outlet is about '1,145
feet above mean sea level as determined from a topographic map. On
Sept. 1, 1925, the flow was 8.6 second-feet, or 5,560,OOO~- 'galloas per day.
BIG SPRING is located in NWi sec. 26, T. 25 N., R. 11 W., 400 feet from
Big Spring School in Douglas County, 1 mile south of Roosevelt. It
issues from the rocks at ,the base of a bill and flows into Spring
Creek at a distance of 60 feet. The spring and its surroundings are
very attractive. It can be reached readily by driving and is a.











BIG SPRING is located in sec. 19, T. 25 N., R. 51 W., at Neosho, Newton
County. It issuea from the base of a r()ck bluff in front of the
Big Spring Inn ne$r the tourist camp. It has been used at times to
furnish water for the City of Neosho. The surroundings are quite
attractive. The ~pr~' ol1Uet is about 1,045 fe'at above mean sea
level as deteraineu t:rom& ~po&rapbic map. On Sept. 1, 1925, the
Biue Spring neur EminencE.
Looking upstream at outlet
Gre8r~ 'pring near Greer
Looking ups,treCim, just belovv uppsr' outlet
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flow was estimated as 1.5 second-feet, or 1,000,000 gallons per day.
BLUE GRASS SPRING is located in ni swt sec. 54, T. 44 N., R. 4 E., St.
Louis County, 5-1 miles east of Eureka. The spring issues from be-
neath a small rock ledge and flows about 500 feet through beds used
for growing water-cress, passes under State ~.hway 66, and- empties
into Meramec River about half a mile away. The spring outlet is
about 470 feet above mean sea level as determined from a topographic
map. On Aug. 25, 19~4, .the flow was 0.1 second-foot, or 64,600
gaJ.?ons per d~y.
BLU~ SPRING 1s located in NEZ sec. 21, T. 2e N., R. 2 If., Shannon. County,
12 miles .east of Eminence. The water, which has a very deep blue
tint, flows with scarcely a ripple from a deep basin at the foot of
a rock cliff, then goes swiftly do1ftl the spring branch a quarter of a
mile and empties into Current River. The spring, with its rugged
. and wooded surroundings, is one of the most beautiful places in the
State, and is owned by a club which has a beautiful lodge nearby. It
c8.n be rea:ched ~eadUy by driving from Eminence·~ The spring outle.t
is about 540 feet above mean sea leTel. Measurements o,r the now
have been made as follows:
Date















BLUE SPRING (also called Davidson Spring) is located in sec. ~, T. ~7
" ;t
N., R. 6 E.,. 2 miles southwest of Kim~ post office, Wayne County,
" ·1 ,-
and 6 miles south of Greenville. It issues from the base of a
rock ledge' and flows about 500 feat into St. Francis River. The
spring and the abundance of pine trees surrounding it makes it a
popular place. Tourist cabins are located nearby. Measur.ements










BLUE SPRING is located in sWl nt sec. 14', T. 24 N., R. II W., at
t
McCabe, Ozark County,. and 5 miles southeast of Dore. It issues from
• t' .
the base of a small cliff and flows 50 feet before entering North
Fork of White River. The surrounding country is hilly and woo~ed,
which makes it an attractive place. Measurements of the flow ha.ve
been made as £ollows:
Date Second-feet Gallons per day
Nov. 9, 1.926 50.0 19,400,000
Oct. 17, 1952 9.5 6,140,000
Aug. 18, 1954 12.5 7,950,000
BLUE SPRING is located in sec. 32, T. 28 H., R. 22 W., Greene .County,
three miles southeast of Battlefield.. It rises in a wooded circular
basin surraUBded by cultivated fields, flows 300 f'eet in a winding
branch, and empties intig ~ames River just above the Elue Spring
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bridge. It is a favorite picnic place and can be readily reached
by driving. The spring outlet is about 1,140 feet above mean sea
level as determined from a topographic map. Measurements of the










BLUE SPRING (also called Sweet Spring) is located in sec. 30, T. 56 N.,
R. 17 W., Laclede County, 6 miles west of Eldridge. It issues from
the base of a rocky cliff 150 feet high and flows into the Niangua.
River about 200 feet away. It is a very scenic place but is rather
inaccessible. The spring outlet is about 790 feet above mean sea
level as determined from a topographic map. Measurements of the flow













!!M:easured by Engin~ering Experiment Station, University of Missouri.
BLUE SPRING is located in sec. 2, T. 59 N., R. 5 W., Crawfo~d County, 2
miles southeast of Bourbon. The spring rises in a private park
whioh bas conveniences for guests and a £is·h hatchery. Some large
resort buildings and a small zoo are located nearby and add to the
attractiveness of.~he place. The spring outlet is about '125 feet
above mean sea level as determined from a topographic map. The
-::~. 7 r ot..~
flow, on Sept. 5, 1925, was 4.9 second-feet, or ~~O gallons per
day.
BLUE SPRING is located ,in oi SEt sec. 5h. T. 28 N., R. 6 if., Shannon
. 1 • -~ .' ~
County, 7 miles northeast of Mountain View. It issues from a
• .. • -to ~.'. ~
small cave at the base of' a rocky cliff about 80 feet high at the
edge of Jacks Fork, into which it flows. The surroundings are
rugged and the place can be easily reached by driving. Camping












B~UE SPRING is located in sec. 16, T. 22 H., R. 2 W., OregonfCoun~J
14 miles southeast of Alton. It issues from the base of a rocky
cliff about ~50 feet high, called "Tls Narrows", which separates
Fredricks Fork from Eleven Point River, and flows into the latter
stream at a distance of about 1,000 feet. It is a very unique and
picturesque place. The spring is not directly adaptable for power
















BLUE SPRING.-- See Shanglai Spring.
BLUE SPRING.-- See McDade Spring.
BOILING SPRING is located in sec. 55, T. 57 N., R. 10 W., Pulaski County,
four miles northeast of Hooker. It boils up in the edge of Gasco-
nade River at the base of a high rock bluff about two miles below
the mouth of Piney Creek. The spring is submerged when the river
is big'h but is a fa.vorite fishing place at times when the river is
low. The flow on Sept. 21, 1925 and Oct. 21, 1952, was 65 second-
feet, or 42,000,000 gallons per d~y.
BOILING SPRING is located in sec. 24, T. 52 N., R. lOW., Texas County,
.. 4 .. :.;"
8 miles southwest of L£~~ng. It boils up on the wooded bank of
Piney Creek and is submerged when the creek is high. It can be
reached by driving from Licking although part of the road becomes
bad in wet weather. The spring and its surroundings are rather
attractive. Measurements of the flow have been made as follows:
Date Seoond-feet Gallon,s per day
Aug. 18, 1925 12 "7,760,000
Oct. 18, '1952 18 11,600,000
Aug. 14, 1954 51, 20,000,000
BOILERS MILL SPRING is located in sec. 7, T. 41 N., R•. 19 W." at Boylers
Mill, MGrgan Co~ty~ 14 miles southwest of Versailles. It rises in
a lake bating an area of about an acre, flows over adam which
formerly was used to develop. power to operate a mill, and empties
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into Buffalo Creek' about a quarter of a mile away. The spring out-
let is about 740 feet above mean sea level as determined from a










OOZE MILL SPRING is ,located in sec. 16, T. 25 N., R. 2 W., Oregon COtmty,
about 10 miles east of Alton. It rises in a low swale and flows
into Eleven Point River about 500 feet away. The remains of an old
dam and water-wheel are still visible near the mouth of the spring branch
and were' once used to develop' power to operate a mill. The place
is rather attractive and easily reached by driving from Alton.






















BREAKUP SPRING.-, See Wilder Spring.
BRICE SPRING.-- See Bennett Spring.
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BROWN SPRING is located in sec. 12, T. 26 N., R. 24 W., at Brown Spring,
Stone County, 12 miles east of Aurora. It flows from an opening
at the base o:f a small cliff, flows over a weir, and empties into
Spring Creek. The spring and its surroundings are attractive and at
one time a resort stood nearby. The flow on May 8, 1951, was 11
second-feet, or 7,110,000 gallons per day.
BRYANT SPRING is located in sec. 7, T. 27 N., R. 15 W., at Bryant, Douglas
r
County, 6 miles north of Ava. It rises in a mars:qy lake haVing an
area of about an acre, flows 200 feet in a raceway to a mill which
it operates and where it has a fall of 16 feet, and then flows in-
to Bryant Creek at a distance of 500 feet.' It is near a good high-
way, and the place is pr-ovided with a.n attractive camp ground and











BUBBLING SPRING.- See Creasy Spring'.
CARTER SPRING is located in sec. 54, 'T. 29. H., R. 2 E., Reynold~ Co~ty,
7 miles west of Piedmont. The \Vatar flows from a bole in a cliff
e.nd is used to operate a water-wheel and grindstone. The spring
is difficult to reach. The flow on Aug. 1, 1925, was 1.5 second-
feet, ·or 970,000 gallons per day.
CAVE SPRING is located in sec. 4, T. 50 N., R. 25 W., near Pearl, Greene
County, 15 miles northwest of Springfield. It issues from a low
rock outcrop and flows 200 feet into Asher Creek. The spring is
used :for a domestic water supply by nearby residents. On Sept. 1,
1925, the flow was e stimated as 0.•,4 second-foot, or 258 J 000 gallons
per day.
CAVE SPRING is located in sec. 28, T. 51 N., R. 5 li., 'Shannon County,
( l ' •. - .
9 miles southeast of Cedar Grove. ~t issues from a cave at the
b~5e~ of a rocky cliff 40 feet high and empties into Current River
50 feet away. It is very difficult to reach. The spring outlet
is about 1,075 feet above mean sea level as determined from a topo-
graphic map. The flo! on June 22, 1924, was 72 second-feet, or
46,600,000 gallonS per day. This was during a wet season and the
measurement, therefore, probably represents nearly tbemaximum flow.
CAVE SPRING is located in Sf Lot 2 NWisec. 19, T. ~6 N., R. 2 E., Carter
CountY,,5i miles west of Bunter. It issues from a cave, flows
over a concrete dam about 5 £eet high, which is to be used to de-
velop power, and empties into CUrrent River a.bout.three quarters
of a mU.e· away. It can be reached by driving from Hunter. On
July 26, 1954, the flow was t.~4 second-feet, or 1,580,000 gallons
per day.
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CHESAPEAKE SPRING is located in swt swi sec. 21, T. 28 N., R. 25 W., at
Chesapeake, Lawrenc~ CoUnty. It issues from a gravel bed just north
of a State highway and is owned by the State Game and Fish Depart-
ment, which has a large hatchery for propogating game fish. An ex-
cellent camping place for tourists is provided by the State. The
spring outlet is about 1,180 feet above mean sea level as determined
from a topographic map. Measurements of the flow of the main spring












CLARKSON ~PRING is located in SEt sec. 17, T. 27 H., R. 28 W., Lawrence
County, 7 miles north of Pierce City. It flows from the gravel at
the base o~ a small bill and empties into Center Creek a. few hundred
feet away. The, spring basin is surrounded by a concrete wall. The
place is rather inaccessible. The spring outlet is about 1,178
feet above mean sea level as det'ermined from a topographic map. On
Sept. 1, 1925, the flow was ~.9 second-feet, or 5,110,000 gallons
per day.
COLD SPRING is located in Ei SWt sec. 4, T. 57 N., R. 1 E. ,near Floyd,
Washington County, 8 miles northwest of Potosi. It rises near the
~ad 'or'a soort hollawand flows down tlle spring branch which bas
a fall of about 50 £eet in the first i one quarter of a· mile,. The
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surroundings are attractive, and the place was formerly used as a
trout hatchery. It is now owned by the Cold Spring Club. The spring
outlet is about 818 feet above mean sea level as determined from a










COLLINS SPRING is located in sec. 5, T. 57 N., R. 4 W., one mile south-
east of Steelville, Crawford County. The water issues from the gravel
inside a concrete spring house, and pa.rt of it is pumped to the
Collins' estate nearby. On Oct. 11, 1952, the flow was 1.6 second-
feet, or 1,050,000 gallons per day.
COLLINS SPRING.-- See Gravois Mills Spring.
CONN SPRING is located in sec. ~5, T. 55 N., R. lS·W., Dallas County,
one mile northwest of Brice. It issues from a gravel bed about 200
yards from Niangua River. The spring is almost filled with aquatic
growth and is often submerged by the river. On Aug. 20, 1952, the
flow was 5 •.1 second~feet, or 5,500,000 gallons per day.
COPPEDGE SPRING (also. called Relle Spring and Freeman Spring) is located
in se,c. 56, T. ·~S H., R. 10 W.,. at Relle, Phelps County. The
spring issues from the side of a road and flows into Spring 'Creek
a short di~tance away. The spring is rather low and becomes sub-
merg~d when the creek is high. The outlet is about 830 feet above
mean sea level as determined from a topographic map. Measurements
of the flow have been made as follows:
Date Second-feet Gallons per day
Nov. 24, 1925 25 14,900,000
May 26, 1925 29 18,700,000
Sept. 12, 1925 20 12,900,000
Oct. 20, 1952 16.6 10,100,000
Aug. 2, 1954 15.4 9,950,000
CREASY SPRING (also called Bubbling Spring) is located in sec. 16, T.
t'
56 N., R. 12 W., near Pippin Lodge, Pulaski County, 5 miles north-
west of Waynesville. It issues from a conical basin about 15
feet in diameter and 8 fee't deep and flows quietly into Gasconade
River. at a distance of 50 feet. The force of tbe water issuing
from the bed of the spring keeps the coarse gravel constantly in
motion and forms a very attra.ctive sight. The spring is surrounded
by woods and can be reached"best by boat from Pippin's Lodge. It
is often submerged when the river is high. Measurements of the














.!Measurement made by "the Engineering Experiment Station,
Universi~'.0£ tissouri.
CRYSTAL SPRING is located in sec. 22, T. 26 N., R. 15 W., at Larissa,
Douglas County, 6 miles southeast of Ava. It flows from the base
o£ a hill at the edge of a lake formed by an earth dam. It is used
to develop power for lighting a resort nearby. Measurements of the











DAVIDSON SPRING.- See Blue Spring near Kime.
OOUBLE SPRING is located in NEt NEt sec. 52, T. 24 N., R. II" W., Ozark
County, 6 miles south of Dora•. It issues from the base of a blU£f.
The water flow divides 50 feet from the outlet, one branch flowiDg
north 700 feet into North Fork of White River and the other south
about 1,500 feet into the same stream. It is rather inaccessible
owing to rough roads, but is visited by quite a number of people.
















.!Measured by Engineering Experiment Station, University of Missouri.
EBB AND FLOW SPRING is located in NWi sec. 55, T. 27 N., R. 6 W.,
near Rymer's Ranch, Shannon County, 6 miles northwest of Birch
Tree. It issues from the base of a high bill and flows into
Jacks Fork at a distance of 10 feet. It is used as a water supply
for a fishing club and for Rymer's Ranch, a pleasure resort. As
its name implies, the spring ebbs and flows at periodic intervals.
On July 29, 1925, the flow at the highest stage was partly
measured and part~y estimated as 22 second-feet, or 14,000,000
gallons per day, and at the lowest stage it was estimated as 5
second-feet, or 5,200,000 gallons per day. A more complete de-
scription o:f this spring is given in Bulletin 1, Volume 7, Missouri
School of Mines and Metallurgy, tlEbb and Flow Springs in the
Ozarks" by Josiah Bridge.
EVANS SPRING is located in NIt sec. 2,cT. 57'N., R. ~ W., Crawford
County, one mile southeast of Steelville. The water flows -from
the foot of a rock cliff and is diverted by the use of a dam near
the outlet and a flume along the side of a bill to a small power
plant about a quarter ofa mile away, which is used to furnish
: electric lights to a nearby estate. Measurements of the flow










FALLING SPRING is located on line between secs. 17 and 20, T. 56 N., R.
12 W., near Pippin Lodge, Pulaski County, 5 miles northwest of W&ynes-
ville. I t issues from the side of a wooded bill, flows over an
earth and rock ~ 8 feet high, and empties into Gasconade River
at a distance of 50 feet. The outlet of tbe spring is about 10
feet above the river. The place can be reached only by walking or















FAMOUS BLUE SPRING is 'located in NW:i sec. 56, T. 55 N., R. 18 W., Dallas
County, one mile west of Brice. It rises in a low swala at the
edge of a field and flows into Niangua River 800 feet away. It
enters the river just above the mouth of Bennett Spring branch
and is submerged when the river is high. On Sept. 2, 1955, the
flow was 4.44 second-feet, or 2,870,000 gallons per day.
FREEMAN SPRING.- ,See Coppedge Spring.
GAINES FORD SPRING (also called liagogami Sp,QJ)g) is located in nt sec.
55, T. 59 If., R•. 9 W., Maries C,ounty, 10 miles northwest of Rolla.
It' issues from the base ofa talllS slope of a high rock bluff and
flows into ,Gaseoll8.de tiver at a distance of about 500 feet'. It
can be reached readily by driving as the road passes between the
spring and the bluff. The spring and its rugged surroundings are
the principal features of the Nagogami Lodge and the Rolla Country














GOLLAIDN SPRING is located in swt sec. 17, T. 57 N., R. 8 W., Phelps
County, 4 miles southwest of Rolla. It rises in the edge of a
small field and flows through a narrow ditch to Little Beaver Creek
about 70 feet away. It ms been excavated to form a pond for propa-
gating fish but Me become filled with aquatic growths. It can
1&0
be ea~ily" reaehed by driving. The spring outlet is about 790
feet above mean sea level as determined from a topographic map. On
Apr. 1, 1951, the flow was 0.27 second-foot, or 174,000 gallons
per day.
IGRAVEL SPRING is located in sec. 4, T. 28 H., R. J. W., Shannon County,
. '
2 miles northwest of Clear Spring and 10 miles northwest of Van
Buren. As its name implies, it issues .from the very coarse gravel
at the edge of Current River, and is submerged when the river is
high. Much of the water enters the river wit1x>ut coming to the
SlFface of_ the gravel. The very rugged surroundings causes it to
be quiteiDl4ecessible except by boat. On June 1, 1954, the flow
was roughly estimated as 15 second-feet, or 9,700,000 gallons per
day.
GRAVOIS MILL S~RING (also called Collins.Spring) is located in sec. 19,
T. 41 N., R•.17 W., Morgan County, one mile west of Gravois Mill
and 10 miles south of Versailles. It issues from the rock floor
of a small rugged ravine and flows 500 feet into several small lakes
created by dams. A fish hatchery is located nearby, and the
lakes are used for propagating fish. The old grist mill, which
stood three ~u.arters of a mile downstream, was flooded by the












GREER SPRING is located in sec. 56, T. 25 N., R. 4 W., Oregon County,
one mile north of the village of Greer ~d 6 miles north of Alton.
It has two outlets 500 feet apart, both of which are in a very
deep and narrow gorge. At the upper outlet the water flows
horiz~ntally from a cave, and the water at the lower outlet bolls
up in a circular basin in the bed of the stream. The clear, cold
water rushe's down the" branah J.i miles, throughout which it £alls _
46 feet and empties into Eleven Point River. The large tolume of
clear water dasbingdown.thSnarrow, rocq valley with its heavily
wood,ed $l.ope$:m8.kes a place of very extraordinary beauty and
grandeur, and forms one of the scenic gems of the State.
The place is priyately owned, but visitors are permitted and can
easily reach it by driving from Alton.
The large and uniform flow, combined with the rather large
Iall in the spring branch and short length of dam necessary to span
the valley, makes this a good site for a moderate-sized power de-
velopment. The lower outlet is about 545 feet above mean sea level.
Records of tlle daily flow have been collected from December
50
J.921 to date. During this period, the flow has been as follows:
Date Second-feet Gallons per day
Maximum 1927 905 584,000,000
Minimum August, September 1954 155 87,500,000
Average 565 2~5,OOO,OOO
The average monthly and yearly flow in second-feet for climat:o-
logical years ending September 50 is given in the following table:
Year Oct. Nov. Dec,. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Avg.
1922 355 284 ,274 454 681 554 410 390 514 286 402
1925 275 270 256 552 . 521 500 444 466 507 556 535 500 580
1.924 264. 259 291 250 244 224 226 516 441 587 528 255 289
1925 210 205 206 221 260 262 264 506 254 173 160· 216 226
1926 41.4 522 394 508 535 575 572 510 278 248 215 227 555
1927 246 577 524 427 455 435 724· 776 861 572 565 458 516
19'28 44,2 551 750 648 496 454 707 525 652 559 542 505 566
1929 452 411 598 579 424 452 615 771 675 451 410 541 478
1950 551 560 544 522 492 519 402 476 599 281 269 255 587
1951 285 251 25'1 224 567 481 4·50 456 550 299 502 258 527
1952 240 229 ,246 587 352 518 274 223 199 190 174 157 249
1955 146 154 190 422 525 329 594 677 556 579 516 2'7J. 5,63
1954 251 21.0 212 217 196 254 501 220 181 149 145 ,201 208
Avg. 295 520 522 557 363 587 466 464 442 538 313 287 563
Haha.tonka .Spring at Haba.tonka
View of ~astle and lake
Hahatonka. ~pring.at Babatonka
View of spring out~e·t
HAHATOlfa SPRING is located in sec. 2, T. 57 H., R. 17 W., at Hahatonka.,
Camden County. It emerges from the base of a rocky bluff, flows
through a narrow, precipitous canyon about 1,000 feet long, and
enters directly into the Lake of the Ozarks. The clear, sparkling
watar in the spring branch and lake, the surrounding rugged country,
and the deep wooded valley make this one of the most picturesque
and imposing landscapes in the State. The place is widely known
for its scenic beauty and is visited by many tourists. The owner
of the property maintains cottages, campgrounds, boats,and other
conveniences which maY' be rented by visitors. The spring is flooded
when the Niangua River is high. The outlet is 680.22 feet above.
mean sea level.
Records of the daily flow ba.ve been colleoted from November
1922 to June 1925 and from October 1925 to September 1926. The
average monthly. flow in second-feet during the periods of records
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for cmatologiaU. years ending September 50 is given in the follow-
ing table:
Year Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.
.\.
1925 60.9 '57.2 50.5 4~.9 59.1 54.6 49.5 75.7
1924 52.8 64.0 a 61.0' 71-.9 64.8 a a a a a 88.7
1925 64:.3 65.6 a a 87.8 a a 85.8 70.4 65.7 64.0 a
1926 90.8 94.6 76.2 65.7 64.5 80.2 -96.3 68'.0 62.0 56.0 65.5 84.8
aSpring affected by baekwatar from NiaDgUa River.
HAZLETON SPRING is located in sec. 54, T. 5~ N., R. 10 W., at Hazleton,
. .
Texas County, 8~ miles west of Licking. It rises in a 5-acre pond
:rormed by a dam about 12 feet high in the spring branch, which is
used to run a grist mill, and empties into Piney Creek about 500
.feet below the mill. The lake is stocked with fish, and the place
can be reached readily by driving from Licking. Measurements of














HIGHLEY SPRING is located in sec. ~~, T. 5foN., R.. 9 W,~, Dent County, 4
miles southwest of Bunker. It issues from the base of a 50-foot
rock ledge and £lows 2 miles into Sinking C~eek. The flow on Oct.
15, 1952, was 5.5 second-feet, or 2,260,000 gallons per day.
HODGSON MILL SPRING is located in sec. 54, T. 24 N., R. 12 W., Ozark
County, near Sycamore. It issues from a rock ledge over which
stands a grist mill that utilizes the direct fall of 9 feet. It
flows into Bryant Creek at a distance of 600 feet. Measurements
of the flow have been made as follows:
Date Second-feet
Aug. 29, 1926 24
Oct. 17, 1932 54.4






HOWES MILL SPRING is located in swt sec. 15, T. 54 N., R. 5 W., at Howes
" '
Mill, Dent Co-qnty, 18 miles east of Salem.- It issues from the base
of a rocky hill about 50 feet high along State highway 52. A dam
across the spring branch forms a small, attractive la.ke and was
formerly used to ope~:3:tea, grist mill. The flow on Oct. 15, 1952,
was 8.1 second-feet, or 5,250,000 gallons per day.
JAMES \SPRING is Ioeated in sec. ~6, T. 58 N., R. 5 W., Crawford County,
, ~
8 ,miles, east of Steelville. It emerges from several sources in a
cultivated field and flows half a mile i~to Dry Creek. On Oct. 12,
1952; the flow was 2.2 second-feet, or 1,450,000 gallons per day.
cTORDAN SPRING is l.ocated in .wt NEt swt sec. 24, ~. 26 N., R. 1 E., Carter
County, 3i miles west of Ifu.nte~•. It: issues from a bed of gravel
near the edge of a cultivated field and flows into Current River
about 001£ a mile away. It can be reached by driving from Hunter •
.On July 26, 1954, the flow was n.,s ·.second-feet, or 7,650,000 gallons'
par day." . '
KEENER SPRING is located in sec. 9, T. 26 H." R. 5 E., Butler County,
one mile northwest of Keener and 5l miles south of Williamsville.
The wa.terissue~ from the rocks· in several places in a small va.lJ.ey
and flows into Black River 600 feet away. The outlet of too spring
is several feet above the ,river, and the remains of an old dam. are
visible about 150 feet from the mouth of the spring branch. The
LEEPER SPRING is located in sec. 27, T. 28 N., R. 5 E., Wayne County,
in Leeper. It bubbles up in a circular concreted basin in the
center of the street and flows into Black River about half a mile
away. It is used to furnish water to the Ozark Hotel nearby. The
spring outlet is about 425 feet above mean sea level as determined
from a 20-foot contour map. The flow on Apr. 8, 1932, was 0.17
second-foot, or 109,000 gallons per day.
LORD SPRING is located in.Swl sec. 28, T. 27N., R.,5 E., Wayne County,
• . ,f
5 miles east of Williamsville. It issues from the base of a rock
ledge, flows into a 5-acre lake, which is form~d by a dam across
the spring branch, and empties into Black River nearby. On Oct. 50,
1932,.the flow was 0.45 second-feot, or 278,000 gallons per day.
LOST SP~G is located in SWi NIDi sec. ~~J T. ~.~ 1'{., R•. ~.W., Howell
'. I'· . ,
County, about 17 miles southwest of West Plains. The water issues
from the bottom o£ a small concrete box and flows into- West Fork
of South Fork of Spring River about a mile away. The spring outlet
is about 970 feet above mean sea level. ' On Nov. 21, 1954, the flow
was about 0.015 second-foot, or 9,690 gallons per day.
LUMBEE MILL SPRING is located in NWt Pt sec .12, T. 29 N., R. 26 W.,
L~wrence County, ,7 ,miles northWest of Halltown.. It issues from
several souroes' within an area .of about an acre and flows half a
mille into Turnbaek Creek. The spring outlet is about 985 feet above
mean sea l.evel as taken from a lO-foot contour map. On Oct. 19,
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1952, the flow was 5.7 second-feet, or 2,590,000 gallons per day.
MCCUBBENS SPRING is located in ~.Wi Lot 1 NWi sec. 6, T. 27 N., R. 6
w., Shannon County, 5 miles northeast of Mountain View. It issues
from the base of a low rock ledge and flows into Jacks Fork at a
distance o£ a quarter of a mile. The spring branch is in a deep,
wooded valley, and the en~ire surroundings are quite attractive,
but are rather inaccessible. On Sept. 25, 1927, the flow was 2.4
second-£eet, or 1,550,000 gallons per day, and on Oct. 16, 1952,
the flow was 0.78 second-foot, or 415,000 gallons per day.
MCDADE SPRING (also called Blue Spring) is located in sec. J,.6,,~. ~9 N.,
R.. 5 '1l., Crawford County, 5 ,miles nor~hwf(st of ,C~ba. It issues
from a break in a small rock flat and flGWS directly into Brush
Creek only a few feet away. It is rather inaccessible but can be
reached in dry weather by driving from Cuba. It is surrounded by
thick woods, and the place was formerly a favorite spot for rural
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picnics and gatherings. The £low on Oct. ,7, 19~4, was estimated
\ 't
as 0.8 second-foot, °or 52Q,DOO gallons per day.
MCINTOSCH SPRING is located in ..0; NEl sec. 12, T.58 N., R. 5 ··W.,
C.rawford .County, about 5m1les south of Cuba. The water issues
from. the sand in a circuJ.ar basin, surrounded by trees and flo!s
into P~e Creek a few, htlndre·d feet away~ The spring is near the
°edge of a c~tivated fie:Ld and was formerly diverted through an
° epen ditch £Qr a distance ·of about 400 feet to form a small lake
created by an earth dam about 500 more feet down the valley.
The water was then diverted by another ditch about 50 feet in
length to a point where it was used to operate a water wheel with
a total £all of about 15 feet and discharged into the mouth of a
large cave~ Only a few remains. of the former outlay are visible.
The outlet of the spring is about 760 feet above mean sea level as
determined from a 50-foot contour map. On Feb. 10, 1955, the flow
was 1.56 second-feet, or 881,000 gallons per day.
MAMMOTH SPRING is located near line between secs. 5 and 8, T. 21 N., R.
5 W.,at Mammoth Spring, Fulton County, Arkansas, just south of the
Missouri State line. A dam in the spring branch forms a lake of
several acres , and is used to devel~pe lijTdro-electric power. A
Government fish hatchery is located at' the spring. On Dec. il,
1924, the flow was 240 second-feet, or 155,000,000 gallons per day,
~d on June 11, 1926, it was 310 second-feet, or 200,000,000 gallons
per day
As there is often local difference in opinion in regard to the
flow of this spring as compared with Big Spring near Van Buren, Mo.,
and Greer Spring 'at Greer, Mo., the following table is given to
show the comparative flow of the three springs in terms of gallons















From these figures it appears that Mammoth Spring ranks be-
tween,Big and Greer Springs in regard to quantity of flow.
MAMMOTH SPRING.- See Prewett Spring.
MARKHAM SPRING is located in sec. 23, T. 27 H., R. 4 E., Wa~ .. County,
5 miles west of Williamsville. It rises in. a small natural lake
and empties into Black River half a ,a11e away. The place is rather
attractiV'e but rather inaccessible. Measurements of the flow have














!lARTIN'S SPRDlG 1s located in sec. 8, T. 57 N., R. 8 W., Phelps County,
5l miles west of Rolla. It issues froll a rock formation inside a
stone spring- house by the side of 'State highway-GS, and flows
about 500 f'eet before el).tering Little Beaver Creek. On Mar. 13,
1955, immediately after· an unusually heavy rain, the now was 1.5
second-feet, or 840,000 gallons per day.
JIERAJIEC SPRING is located in sec. 1, T. 57 Ii., R. 6 W., Phelps County,
6 miles southeast of st. James. The water issues from a circular
basin at the base ora. rocky cliff, spreads and talls over an· old
rock d8.m, andfiowe swiftly down. the spring branch ,I mile ·into
Maramec RiTer. The clear water bubbling from the basin and rush-
ing over the falls 1Ulder an arch bridge and down the spring
branch, combined with the very picturesque v~ey and surrolIDd-
ing hills, make this a very scenic place. The spring can be
reached readily by driving from St. James. Although the place
is privately owned,. visitors are welcome during the daytime,
and several conveniences are provided for them.
Water power was formerly developed on the spring to serve a
nearby iron min~, blast furnace, and grist mill. The remains of
the large blast :furnace and forge chimneys add much to the scenic
value of the place.
A new rustic power plant now develops about forty borse-
power which is used to furnish lights, water, and power to the
large Maramec Farms dairy buildings and ice plant nearby. The
spring outlet is about 790 feet above mean sea level.
Records of the daily flow have been collected from December


















The average monthly and yearly flow in second-feet for climato-
logical years ending September 50 is given in the following table:
60
Year Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May J1IDe July Aug. Sept. Avg.
1922 167 U9 127 225 509 164 ' 116 U5 105 98
1925 95 85 100 U2 158 205 145 148 168 112 98 89 124
1924 80 78 145 95 155 128 145 154 255 225 169 132 145
1925 105 91 144 114 15'5 105 144 157 108 105 100 104 115
1926 115 159 117 84 145 165 178 120 91 82 80 80 U6
1927 152 174 155 191 180 215 441 296 514 157 145 125 208
1928 174 275 500 152 158 188 299 188 259 155 149 118 199




Avg. 100 155 152 124 142 175 ,252 179 184 157 122 106 149
MIDCO SPRING is located in sec. 22" '1'. 27 N., R. 2 W., at tidco, Carter
'County, 8 miles .west of Van Buren. It issnes from the side of a
rock bluff 70 feet high and flows into Davis Creek at a distance
o:f half a mile. It can be rea"chad readily by driving. The :flow on
June 25, 1928 was 2.7 second-feet, or 1,700,000 gallons per day.
MILL SPRING is located in sec. 36, T. 28 N., R. 5 E., at Mill Spring,
Wayne Oounty. The ~ter_. flows £rom the foot of a rock ledge on
the right-of-Way of the Missouri Pacific Railroad and is used by
the company for locomotives. It is easy to reach by driving. The
outlet o£ the spring is about 440 feet above mean sea level as de-
terminedfrom a 20-foot contour map. Measurements of the flow have














MILLER SPRING is located in sec. 6, T _ 54 N_, R. 10 W., Pulaski County,'
5 miles northeast of Big Piney_ It rises in a pool at the base of
a high rock bluft, and flows a quarter of a mile into Piney Creek.
OWing to the periodic fluctuations i.n its flow, it is what is mown
as an "ebb and flow" spring. On Nov. 25, 1925, two measurements
of the flow were made ?y Prof. Josiah Bridge -- at the higbest stage
the flow was 20 sec,ond-feet, or 12,900,000 gallons per day, and at
the lowest stage, it was 4.8' second-feet, or 5,100,000 gallons per
day. A more complete description o£ this spring is given in
Bulletin 1, Voltune 7, Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy,
WEbb and Flow Springs in the Ozarksu , by Josiah Bridge.
MONTAUK SPRING is loc~ted in SEt sec. 22, T. 32 N., R. 7 W., Dent County,
balf a mile north of Montauk. The spring bas two main branches.
,
The south branch ha.s two mouths 300 feet apart in a gravel bar,
and the north one ba.s three mouths; one comes out of the rocks a.t
the base of a bill and the other two out of the gravel at the foot
of the hill. The two branches join near Montauk, forming the be-
ginning of Crooked Cre~k, and the combined flow is used to operate
a grist mill. The' spring and a fish hatchery nearby are the
principal features of Montauk State Park. Measurements of the













NAGOGAMI SPRING.-- See Gaines Ford Spring.
NIANGUA SPRING.-- See Bennett Spring.
OUSLEY SPRING is located in sec. 10, T. 5S N., R. 10 W., Phelps County,
4 miles northeast of Spring Creek post office. It issues from
the base of a high hill and flows 250 feet into Piney Creek. The
flow on Oct. 20, 1952, was 0.95 s~cond-foot, or 615,000 gallons
per day.
PATRICK SPRING.-- See Althea ,Spring.
PAYDOlYN SPRING is located in swt sec. 2, T. 40 N., R. 8 W., Maries
County, near Paydown post office,.1B miles northeast of Vienna.
It bas one main outlet and several small ones in gravel bars
within a radius of 500 feet and flows into Gasconade River about
li miles away. The spring formerly supplied power to operate
two grist mills about balf a mile below the outlets., A new
dam near the old mills now forms ,a lake for recreational purposes •
......"











PINEY SPRING is located in swt sec. 4, T. 55 H., R. 8 W., Phelps County,
It miles southeast of Yancy Mill post office, 14 miles south of
Rolla. It emerges from a rock bluff and flows into Piney Creek
500 feet away. The place can be reached best by walking half a
mile. The spring 'outlet is about 860 feet above mean sea level as
determined from a 2Q.;.foot contour map. Measurements of the now











PHILLIPS SPRING is located in sec. 10, T. 25 N., R. 1 E., Carter
County, 12 miles southeast of Van Buren. The water issues from a
gravel bar at the base of a rock ledge.and empties into Current
River at a distance of a quarter of a mile. It is very inaccessible
by road, but can be reached readily by boat on. Current River, and
is a favorite e~p~ng place fer fishermen. The flow on Aug. 15,
'1' • . I;',
1925, was 8.8 second-feet, or 6,680,000 gallons per day.
PREWETT SPRING (also ca.lled Mammoth Spring) is Ioeated in sec. 52, T.
54' N., R. ].0 W., Pulaski County,: 6 miles north of Hazleton, and
14 miles northwe.st. of .Licking • It issues from 'the rocks at the
. .
.,' (
. side at a road at the base (fj)f a blU£~, flows ..;~op.g.<a cultivated
field, ami emptie·sinto Piney Creek at Q' distallc.e. of balt ~~.
The ragged. surrQundings an.d poor roads make the place quita in-
aeees-sib1e. The outlet of the spring is never flooded bT the














PULLTIGHT SPRING is located in NEt sec. 4,. T~ ~O N., R. 5 W., Shannon
.., ...,
County, 6 miles, northwest of Round Spring, and 14 miles north of
Eminence. The water flows from the rocks at the base of a rocky
cliff and after passing over three small dams with a combined
height of about 10 feet, it empties into Current River 500 feet
away. The spring i~ in a small valley and bas a club house near-
by. The rugged surroundings Inake the place rat-her hard to reach
except by boat on Current River. Measurements of the flow have
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RANDOLPH SPRING is located in sec\. 20, T. 50 H., R. l'E., at the side
f
of a highway, Reynolds County, 2" miles north of Elli~ton. It
rises in a small slo~hinDry Creek which empties into Logan
Creek. On Aug. 1, 1925, the flow wa,s 1 second-foot or 650,000
gallons per day.
Reed Spring at Centerville
Vieiiv of watc;,rf r 11 at old mill
n,ecd Spring' a t. Centerville
Looking downstr8c~ln at otltlet
REEDS SPRING is located'in sec. 28, T. 52 N., R. 1 E., Reynolds
Cmmty, half a mile east of Centerville. It rises in a small
basin, which bas a dam built across it. From the dam, the wB:ter
is carried in a small wooden flume ~o a water-wheel where power
is generated to operate a grist mill and was formerly used to
furnish lights to Centerville. The water then fiaws into West
Fork o£ Black River. The pl.ace is picturesque and is visited by
many people. A pleasure resort i5-\ located nearby. Measurements











RELFE SPRING.-- See Coppedge Spring.
ROARING >,SPRING is located in Ei sec. 19, T.41 N., R. 1 W., Franklin
County, 2 miles east of Stanton.' It issues from a cave in a cliff
and flows in"io Maramec River. It is used as a picnic place. The
spring outlet is about 645 feet above mean sea level as determined
from a 50-foot contour map. On Sept. 3, 1925, the flow was 1
second-foot, or 646,000 gallons per day.
ROARING SPRING is loeB.ted in .sec. ·22, T. 58 Ii., R. 5 W., Cra'W£ord
, \
County, 5t miJ.es southeast of Fanning. The watar issues from
severalout1,ets near the bank, of Maramec River. To reach tbe
place it is necessary to walk three-quarters of a mile from Fox
Springs Lodge. On Dec. 1, 1952, the flow was 4.1 second-feet, or
2,650,000 gallons per day.
ROARING RIVER SPRING is located in sec. 27, T. 22 N., R. 27 W., Barry
County, 7 miles south of Cassville. The water issues from a cave,
and after passing through an artificial lake created by a dam,
empties into Roaring River. The spring and State fish hs.tchery are
the principal features of Roaring River State Park. ~o-electric
power is developed to furnish lights to the :hatchery and nearby
buildings. The entire place with its rugged surroundings is very
attractive and lures many tourists. Measurements of the flow have




















ROCKBRIDGE SPRING is located in sec. 5, T. 24t. N., R. 13 if. , at Rock-
bridge, Osark County, 18 miles southeast of Ava. This is really
a series of springs which rise in the bed of a lake about 1,500
feet long and 400 feet wide "formed by a dam, which develops a
bead of 9 feet and is use.d to operate a mill. Measurements of the











ROCK SPItING is located in T. 45 N., R. 5 E., Jefferson County, 2t
miles southeast of All~nton. It issues from the base of a rock
ledge in a sm~ .valley and flows into Meramec River about half a
mile away. Some summer cottages are located nearby. On Mar. 5,
1955, the flow was estimated as 0.1 second-foot or 65,000 gallons
per day.
ROLUFS SPRING is located in sec. 25, T. ;; 7 N.,R. - W., Phelps County,
It ~les southeast o:f Ar,lington. It issues from the sand in the
bottom of "Smith Gorge tr and .flows into Piney Creek nearby. The
flow on Sept. 16, 1951, was 0.24 second-foot, or 155,000 gallons
per day.
ROUBlDOUX SPRING (also called Waynes.ville Spring) is located in sec. 25,
T. 56 N., R. 12 W., Pulaski COl1Ilty, half a mile south of Waynes-
ville'. The w~ter boils up from the rocks at the edge of a highway,
which is protected by a concrete retaining. wall and runs between
the spring and a high rock cliff. The water flows about 100 feet
before entering Roubidoux Creek which submerges the spring when
at high stages. The place is ·very easily reached and is visited























&.Measured by Engineering Experiment Station, University of
Missouri.
bMeasured after very heavy rain.
ROUND SPRING is located in sec. 20, T. 50 N., R. 4 W., at Round Spring
post office, Shannon County, 10 miles north of Eminence. The
spring rises in a circular basin about 80 .feet in diameter sur-
rounded by a solid rock ledge about 50 feet high and tben flows
80 feet through a cave, emerging at the 'foot of a. small hill. The
water then winds its way down a branch and empties into Current
River about 1,000 feet away. This unique spring and its beautiful
surroundings are the principal features of Round Spring State
Park. Floods on the Current River often innundate the spring and
part of the park. The place is 'very easily reached and has one
o£ the m.ost popular picnic grounds in the State.
Records of the flow of the spring have been colleoted from
Octo-ber1928 to September 1954. During this period the'maximum













The average monthly and yearly flow in se'cond-feet for cli-
·~ma~tologi"'caL· years ending S~ptember 50 is given in the follow-
ing table:
Year Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Avg.
1929 28.4 55.6 55.8 49.1 57.1 85.8 157 72.7 42.0 48.6 27.6 57.8
1950 28.9 52.1 51..1 75.5 71.9 56.9 28.9 28.8 24.5 20.9 18.0 20.0 56.1
1951 51.9 20.9 25.2 19.5 58.4 67.2 28.3 "59.7 27.1 20.0 27.5 19.7 52.0
1952 16.7 19.7 19.9 58.4 24.1 25.9 19.5 16.6 16.5 16.8 15.4 14.7 22.0
1955 21.1 25.0 55.4 64.4 24.4 28.9 95.7 166 57.6 25.0 22.2 19.7 " 48.7
1954 19.4 19.2 17.6 17.1 15~9 21.5 28.0 17.B 16.8 15.5 12.9 25.1 18.7
Avg. 25.·6 '25.9 50.8 47.7 57.5 42.9 50.7 67.6 52.5 25.0 24.1 20.8 55.4
SCHLICHT SPRING is located in sec. 50, T. 57 N., R. 12 W., Pulaski
County, 7 miles northeast of Waynesville. The water flows from
the foot of a 25-foot rock ledge and forms a mill pond which is
created by a small dam in the spring branch. Power was formerly
developed to operate a grist mill and furnish electric lights. The
place is quite 'inaccessible. On Sept. 12,1925, the flow was 1.0
second~foot, or" 650,OOO:gallons per day.
SBABGWa:I SPBIBG (also called Blue SpriDg) is located in swt s~c. 24,
T·. 56 :N. J R. 11 W., Pulaski County, 7 mil'as east of Waynesville.
\
It issue.s· from the foot ora high, wooded, and rocky bill and flows
about 500 £eet into Piney Creek. A private alubllouse is looated
nearby. The spring outlet 119 only a few feet above Piney Creek
and is submerged wben the creek is high. The place is very attract-
. . " .iT~ ~t is not en: 1!EMJ.suited fer picnics unless the,.. are beld
-..J.;:;
. .
w1thintm fJriva1ie1r' owned. grounds. It can be."reached readily by
driving three quarters of 8. mile from State highway 66.
Measurements o£ the flow have been made as follows:
Date Second-feet Gallons per day
Mar. 24, 1925 22 14,200,000
June 21, 1925 12 7,760,000
June 27, 1952 9.6 6,200,000
Oct. 12, 1952 7.8 5,040,000
Aug. 5, 1954 7.7 4·,980,000
Aug. 18, 1954 54.2 22,100,000
Oct. 14, 1954 11.8 7,620,000
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SLABTOWN SPRING is located in sec. 15, T. 55 N.,R. 10 W., Texas County,
9 miles northwest of Licking. It emerges from the side of a steep,
rocky hill, flows over a small rock dam, and empties in~o Piney
Creek about 1,000 feet away. The outlet is never flooded by the
creek. The place can be reached by driving from Licking. Measure-













STONE MILL SPRING is located in sec. 21, T. 55 H., R. 10 W., Pulaski
County, 2 miles southwest of Spring Creek post office, and 11
miles southeast of Wayne.sville. It issues from the base of a rock
ledge and flows 100 feet· into Piney Creek. A private clubhouse
is located nearby. The place and its surroundings are attractive,
but it is quite_ inaccessible. Measurements of the flow have














SWEET SPRING.-- See Blue Spring near Eldridge •
.:' ~'TIDMASSON MILL SPRING is located in sec. 16, T. 22 N., R. 2 W., Oregon
County, a quarter of a mile east of a place known as "The Narrowsu ,
near the mouth of Fredrick Fork, and 14 miles southeast of Alton.
The spring rises in a small lake formed by a dam about 8 feet
high where power is occassionally developed to operate a small
grist"mill, and flows a quarter of a mile into Eleven Point River.
The· small lake is quite full of aquatic growth, and the surroundings
are very attractive and afford an excellent place for picnics and
outings • The place can be reached by driving from Alton. Measure-



















TURNER MILL SPRING is located in sec. 5, T.~ 24 N., R. BW., Oregon County,
10 miles northeast o~ Alton. The water' nows from a cave, is
carried 500 feet in a. wooden flume to a water wheel which is used
to develop power to operate a saw mill, sorgum mill, and flour mill,
'Roaring Spring near Cassville
Looking upstream at spring out1 ,.. t
Welch Spring near Cedar Grove
View of outlet and bluff
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and then £lows into Eleven Point River. The total fall to the
river is about SO feet. The place is rather inaccessible.
Measurements of the flow have been made as follows:
Date
Sept •. 8, 1924
Aug. 15, 1925









WARNER BAY SPRING is located in sec. 9, T. 51 N., R. 2 E., R;eynolds
. County, 8 miles southeast of Centerville. The water issues from
several openings in a cave in a cliff and flows a quarter of a mile
before entering Black River. The rugged surroundiogs are rather
picturesque but are quite inaccessible. On July 31, 1925, the
flow was 16 second-feet, or 10,300,000 gallons per day.
WAYNESVILLE SPRING...... See Roubidoux Spring.
WELCH SPRING is located in sec. 14, T. 51 H., R. 6 W., Shannon County,
5 miles southeast of Cedar Grove. The water flows from a cave
and is divided" by a small concrete dam near the outlet. One
branch empties into C~rent River after flowing about 100 feet.
The other flows about 400 feet before entering the same river. The
place is very picturesque but is rather difficult to reach by
driving. The outlet of ,the spring is about 800 feet above mean
, .
sea lev~l ~s.determiBed from" a 2o-root contour map. Measurements














WESTOVER SPRING is located 'in swt SEt sec. 14, T. 57 N., R. 5 W., at
Westover, Crawford G01.lllty, 8 miles southeast of Steelville. The
water emerges from several sources within an area of about two
acr,es, is divert,ed by a ditch.to a fish hatchery, and empties
inte Dry Creek. The place can be reached r~adUy by driving
from Steelville. Measurements of the flow have been made as
follows:
Date












WILDER SPRING (also called Brealmp Spring) is located in sec.l1!, T. .
25 N.,R. llW.', on the Kellya-Wilder ranch,Osark. County, 5 miles
northo£' Caulfield. It issues from the base of a. low rock bluff
inthecbannel of Spring Creek and duriDgdry weather forms the
source or the creek. Too place is quite inaccessible, and as. it
o
is privately-owned, it is not open to t~ ,public. Measurements













WILKINS SPRING is located, in Si SEt sec. 17, T. 56 N., R. 9 W.,
Phelps County, 7 miles southwest of Newburg. It rises in a 2-acre
lake formed by an earth dam, flows down the valley 1,000 feet,
and empties into Mill Creek. The place is rather attractive and
can be quite easily reached by driving from Newburg. The sur-
face o£ the lake is about 820 feet above mean sea level as de-
termined from a 2Q-foot· contour map. Measurements of the flow

















WINOKA SPRING is located in sec. 15, T. 28 N., R. 21 W., Green County,
to
1 mile southeast of GB:lloway. It issues from the side of a wooded
hill and flows 500 feet into James River, 200 feet upstream from
State highway 65. Winoka Lodge, loca.ted nearby, uses the spring
for a water supply. The flow on Oct. 20, 1952, was 0.25 second-
£~ot, or 159,000 gallons per day.
YANCY MILL SPRING is located in swisec. 52, T. 56 N., R. 8 W. , at
Yancy Mill post office, '~~6ounty, 15 miles south of Rolla.
?
The spring bubbles up. "in a gravel bed, which is' surrounded by' a
rook wall, and flews. into a I-acre lake formed by a. concrete dam
which was· formerly used ,to op~rate a grist mill. The water enters
W-tt1a Pa.,.. Creek about ~OO feet downstream. from the old mill.
It is an excellent camping. and picnic place and can be reached
readily by driving. The outlet of the spring is about 855 feet
above me~ sea level as determined from a 2Q-foot contour map.














ZANONI SPRING is located in sec. 7, T. 25 N., R. 12 W., at Zanoni post
office, Ozark County, 9 miles northwest of Gainesville. It issues
from the side of a lP.ghhill, flows through a flume to an abandoned
mill, and empties into Pine Creek at a distance of about balfa
mile. The flow on Oct. 18, 1952, was estimated as ..0.3 second-
foot, or 194,000 gallons per day•.
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